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2  UPHOLSTERED PANELS

Before cleaning, the upholstered item should 
be cleaned with an electrostatic dusting broom  
or hoovered with a soft brush. 

Do not use solvents, chemical thinners  
or pastes containing abrasive substances to 
remove dirt and stains on fabrics. 

9  DRY-WIPE BOARD

Items with sharp edges or rough surfaces can 
scratch the paint on the dry-wipe board. It is 
recommended to avoid contact of the board 
surface with corrosive or lacquer-dissolving 
substances or substances containing acetone 
and ethyl alcohol.

7  USE

Please remember to use our products in covered 
and dry areas.

The following factors can also have a negative 
effect:
- exposure to water,
- prolonged exposure to sunlight,
- humidity above 70%.

Maximum load on one metal shelf – 8 kg.

5  POWER SUPPLY

An extension lead or power bar is required to 
connect a wall-mounted television. A grommet 
in the bottom panel allows the screen power 
cable to be connected to the floor box from the 
bottom of the wall.

4  TV BRACKET INSTALLATION

The maximum weight of the TV with bracket  
is 15 kg.

To connect the screen, we recommend that  
you remove the upholstered panel as described 
in the installation instructions.

1  ASSEMBLY

For information on the correct method of assem-
bly and the components number, please refer  
to the assembly instructions.

Assembly and disassembly should be carried 
out by a trained assembly team according to 
the enclosed assembly instructions and the 
tools intended for this purpose.

8  ROLLING BASE  
WITH CASTORS

To stabilise the wall where it is to be used, use 
the brakes fitted to the castors. 

The use of two brakes ensures the minimum 
required locking of the wall.

To change the position of the wall, remember 
to release the brakes. If you leave the brakes 
locked when you try to move the wall, you risk 
damaging the castors completely or pulling out 
and damaging the screen power cable.

3  ROLLER SHUTTER

Avoid storing large objects in the cabinet.  
Anything that collides with the roller shutter 
path can cause its deformation or a complete 
damage.

6  SURFACE 

It is recommended to move the furniture on 
hard or carpeted surfaces.

Uneven surfaces on which the wall unit is 
moved may damage the connection between 
the rolling base and the furniture body.

Defects and uneven surfaces on which the wall 
unit is moved can cause damage to the con-
nection between the rolling base and the body.
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CASE

Once a week, clean the surface from top to bottom with a damp microfibre 
cloth that does not leave fibres and prevent streaks. If you accidentally spill 
cleaning product on furniture, wipe it up immediately before it dries. Do not 
use preparations containing solvents or abrasives, such as cleaning pow-
ders, pastes or milks, which may scratch the surface. Do not use rouhg 
sponges.

Do a test on a barely visible surface before application. 

WHITEBOARD

The dry-wipe board should be cleaned regularly, as required, using a clean-
ing product designed for this kind of boards. The use of solvent-based 
substances may damage the surface.

Do not leave a dirty board for more than 24 hours. Marker pigments can 
permanently stain paintwork.

METAL PIECES

Do not use solvent-based detergents. 

Do not use preparations containing abrasive agents such as powders, 
pastes or cleaning milks that may scratch the surface. Do not use rough 
sponges.

UPHOLSTERED PANEL

Once every six months, vacuum the surface from top to bottom.

Other cleaning methods: 
- upholstery/cloth cleaning roller, 
- vacuuming with a clean, soft brush. 

The felt should not be soaked, but only gently cleaned with a damp microfi-
bre cloth. Do not rub too long in one place. 
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